It goes without saying that the COVID-19 pandemic fundamentally changed the way we live and work. As many organizations have moved from an in-person to a hybrid or fully remote work force, the business communication applications that were the mainstays of pre-pandemic work life—email, phone, fax, paper, and simple instant messaging programs—have been increasingly supplemented, if not supplanted, by business collaboration technologies. While these collaboration technologies are not new, their adoption in the workplace (whether formally sanctioned by a workplace IT department or not) dramatically accelerated during the pandemic. This acceleration has fundamentally altered the type, volume, and nature of the communication landscape.

Collaboration technologies, such as Slack, Microsoft Teams, Zoom, and scores of others, certainly allow employees to communicate with one another more easily. But another reason for their increasing popularity is that they create a one-stop shop for end users, seamlessly integrating the ability to perform other tasks as well. For example, from within a single collaboration application, an employee can co-edit a document, search for reference material, hold a virtual video meeting, review and respond to comments in a group chat, engage in private 1:1 conversations, and interact with an HR bot to schedule a vacation. Moreover, these applications offer a centralized, "always-on" connection through a familiar, user-friendly interface. In a way, then, these tools provide employees with functionality that allow for more informal and idiosyncratic interactions, which more closely mimic the collegial feel of prior, daily in-person communications.

The relaxed tone and tenor of communications that occur within these collaboration applications is often a welcome reprieve from the formality and structure of more traditional forms of business communication, such as email. The business use of email, however, has evolved over the years. Many employees have long been sensitized to the lasting nature of formal business communications and take great care to write thoughtfully and judiciously. Numerous continuing legal education classes have warned of the email discovery adage—if you don’t want to see it on the front page of the New York Times (or as Exhibit 1 to your deposition), do not put it in email! With these more informal collaboration applications, however, employees seem to have forgotten or maybe just fail to appreciate that—just like any other nonprivileged communication—chat box comments and all of the other communications that occur within these collaboration technologies are likely not private, and are absolutely discoverable.

So while the benefits associated with keeping employees meaningfully connected and engaged with one another cannot be overstated, particularly in today’s hybrid work environment, for in-house and external legal teams, the explosion of these types of communications can create significant new challenges. In an ideal world, an employer could simply set the rules and assume that employees are using only those technology applications provided or sanctioned by the organization’s centralized IT department and incorporated into the organization’s information governance policies. But in many organizations, employees will find the path of least resistance, and if the organization doesn’t provide the technology needed to most efficiently do...
business, employees will find and implement it on their own. In many respects, it is a new “Wild West.”

For these reasons, every organization’s near-term “to-do” list must include an effort to determine what applications the various business units, departments, or teams are using; where they are being used (e.g., mobile device or laptop); what types of data these applications are generating; where that data is being stored (if at all); and to whom the data is (or should be) attributed. Doing so will help your organization better protect and profit from company intellectual property, comply with data privacy laws and regulations, investigate employee complaints or other matters, and respond quickly and efficiently in litigation. Once you know what types of collaboration applications are being used in your organization, and how they are being used, your organization will better understand the potential risks of using that technology, assess whether those risks are acceptable given the efficiencies gained, and begin to tame the Wild West.

COLLABORATION TECHNOLOGIES: A DISCOVERY BAG OF NAILS.¹

One important area where collaboration technologies can present significant risk is in discovery. The federal rules of civil procedures and their state-court counterparts were amended in 2007 and 2015, specifically to account for evolving technology in the work place and beyond. It would seem logical, then, that practitioners would simply apply these same rules to collaboration technologies. But it is not quite that simple. Collaboration technologies differ from traditional business tools in a number of fundamental ways that make traditional e-discovery concepts and norms less clear. For example, in the context of collaboration technologies, common e-discovery concepts such as “author,” “custodian,” a conversation “thread” and even what constitutes a “document” have materially changed.

Who or what is an author or custodian?

In litigation, electronically stored information (ESI) orders often refer to the concept of a custodian as a surrogate for Civil Rule 34’s that documents be “produced as maintained in the ordinary course of business.”² But when ESI created in collaboration technologies is at issue, the concepts of who is a custodian or an author of particular ESI became sixes and sevens.³

Traditionally, the author of a document has been the original creator or the last person to update an iteration of the original. Employees often saved files to their company-issued hard drives or to a small number of dedicated network locations or document management systems, so searches for a custodian’s ESI⁴ were relatively straightforward. When collecting data for litigation purposes, email accounts and network folders were the most common sources and provided the bulk of the data.

In a collaboration application, however, multiple users may simultaneously edit the same document. The document may be saved with the author listed as one of the many contributing editors, but that information may not be an accurate representation of the author for litigation purposes. In such instances, it may not be possible to identify the author of a particular document. Thus, understanding the limitations of the technology in certain circumstances means you are better able to proactively identify and confirm the information you may need to comply with Rule 34’s various production requirements.

Similarly, while direct user-to-user communications are still possible within collaboration technologies (e.g., direct chats), these technologies also facilitate easier one-to-many communications. For example, users who post to a group chat or “channel” are, in effect, communicating with anyone and everyone who has access to that channel including, potentially, anyone in the company. This concept is very different than traditional email where the author chooses to direct their communications to specific recipients.

Consider, for example, that employee John Doe is a member of 350 different channels on a variety of work-related topics within his organization, many of which have existed for years. Although John reads all of the posts, he comments only semi-regularly. If John is an identified custodian in litigation, which of these 350 channels must be preserved, collected, reviewed, and produced to respond to discovery requests? Certainly, the preservation obligation is likely limited to those channels that are reasonably likely to have content that is relevant or responsive to the discovery requests or to the claims and defenses in the litigation. But beyond that, is it only the messages that John has posted that must be preserved, collected and reviewed? What about the messages to which John has responded? Aren’t they needed for context? Should the legal hold, collection and review obligation include every single message in every channel? In that case, do the other employees involved in the channel discussions need be added to your custodian list?

Alternatively, consider that employee John Doe posts a document to a shared workspace to be edited and refined by colleagues. Multiple people review and revise the document over time and the finished product looks very different than the version that John originally posted. Is John the author of
the document in the traditional e-discovery sense? Is he the custodian of the document? If not who, or what, is?

In short, for those of us who practice in the discovery and e-discovery fields, it is important to recognize and appreciate that collaboration technologies fundamentally alter the way we may need to think about some basic e-discovery concepts. The right approach may differ from situation to situation, particularly given the amount of data that could be implicated, so practitioners will be well-served to consider and discuss these issues in advance to make sure that discovery proceeds efficiently and cost effectively.

What is a document?

Perhaps the biggest difference between the data generated using traditional communication tools (like email communications or the rare internal memorandum) and those generated using collaboration applications is what constitutes a “document” for purposes of your Civil Rule 34 discovery obligations.

Within the collaboration application environment, communications often occur in one, continuous scrolling window. Determining where a particular communication begins and ends from within that continuous set of communications can be more art than science. This is particularly true since many of these channels have hundreds of users, and communications can occur over a period of weeks, months, and years, and encompass a wide range of topics.

When faced with litigation, organizations and practitioners must consider the extent to which these conversation threads must be preserved, reviewed and ultimately produced. In other words, they must determine whether, under Civil Rule 34, the responsive or relevant “document” that is subject to preservation and production obligations consists of the entire conversation thread or only some portion of it. If the former, you may find that the vast majority of communications within the thread are not at all relevant to the claims and defenses in the matter, and give rise to other important considerations such as privilege and confidentiality that require careful, individualized review. If the latter, how do you determine what portions of the thread will be produced, and who gets to make that decision?

When it comes to these types of chat messages, one way to define a “document” is to include all messages within a specific chat group on a given day. Especially given their typically informal and truncated nature, context is often very important to correctly interpreting a chat conversation. Individual chats taken out of context can be vague, misleading, and intentionally or unintentionally misconstrued. But given the rapidly increasing number of communications within our organizations using these collaboration technologies, the number of messages that could potentially be implicated is staggering, and the cost of addressing them in litigation may not be reasonable or proportionate to the needs of the case. One reasonable approach is to treat all the chats within a given channel on a given day as the “document.” Of course, chat conversation threads can extend across multiple days, but it may be easier to keep the single-day document definition and join multiple day documents where needed.

The group chat and channel functionalities available in tools like Slack and Teams have capabilities beyond just sending chat messages that give rise to additional challenges when it comes to defining a “document.” For example, an employee replying to a chat message can send an embedded file or a link to a document on a separate server. In the context of email communications, an embedded file constitutes an attachment such that it, along with the parent email, is considered a single compound document. But what about chat messages where there is no physical attachment, but rather a hyperlink to content stored outside the chat environment. Is the content found at that link part of the “document” even though it is outside of the chat environment? At least one court does not think so, but the facts and circumstances of that case, including the practical difficulties associated with searching for and collecting content at embedded links, along with a negotiated ESI protocol were important and determining factors.

Collaboration technologies also offer the ability to communicate during video meetings through the use of virtual white boards and sidebar chats. These white boards and sidebar chats may be saved as part of a meeting recording, or saved separately by individual meeting participants. Should such white board content and sidebar chats be considered attachments to a recorded meeting to form a single, compound document? What if the meeting recording, the white board content and the side bar chats are stored in different locations? As the lawyer responsible for document discovery in a particular matter, how would you even know that the white board content and side bar chats exist, or that they were in some way related to the original meeting recording?

Similarly, collaboration technologies also offer the ability to share files easily and efficiently across users: spreadsheets, presentations, memos, and other files; recorded webinars and meetings; and calendar items. Each of these files can be generated or shared from within the collaboration application, and chat group members have access to all files.
associated with that group. In this context, are documents created in separate, but linked, applications to be considered stand-alone documents? Or should they be treated as attachments to a channel such that they are all part of a compound document? While these questions may be seen a theoretical, courts have made it clear that data generated within collaboration applications is subject to discovery. And these are the tools our clients are increasingly using to communicate and to perform their job functions. As practitioners, we must carefully consider how we will advise our clients in dealing with these new data challenges or find ourselves bad boxed.

What data is even available to your organization?

Given their ease of use and transitory nature, many employees consider the communications that occur within collaboration applications as somewhat ephemeral. Legal and regulatory requirements, however, generally do not. When an organization reasonably anticipates litigation or another event triggers a legal hold obligation, potentially relevant data generated using collaboration applications is subject to that obligation. For that reason, it is critical that organizations have a firm understanding of the retention policies and settings associated with that data. Of course, as organizations scrambled to find meaningful ways for employees to stay engaged and connected during the pandemic, many were quick to embrace these new technologies, but did not necessarily have the time or resources to think through the information governance and records retention issues before employees jumped in. As a result, some organizations may be operating under default data retention settings based on the nature of their license agreement with the collaboration technology provider. These settings may not align with the organizations’ information governance policies and could leave them vulnerable to data disposition issues if a dispute arises.

As organizations attempt to wrangle these issues, they must analyze the data retention settings for their various collaboration applications and modify them, if needed, to ensure the desired result. In general, organizations should:

- Adapt any existing retention policies to cover data generated using collaboration applications;
- Keep collaboration data for the shortest period of time possible (unless subject to legal hold);
- Tailor any retention to the smallest unit (department, chat group, user) possible;
- Consider all of the potential types of data and the specific policies that data may trigger (e.g., regulatory requirements, employment, trade secret confidentiality and protection); and
- Devise a policy that applies to data generated before the updated information governance protocol is adopted.

Unfortunately, these information governance guidelines often run counter to the way the collaboration applications are configured. For example, the default retention settings in Slack, and similar technologies, is to retain all messages and files for the lifetime of the workspace (except in the case of free accounts).

It is imperative, then, that organizations create information governance policies, conduct employee user training and communicate appropriate use and storage standards for this technology in order to establish a reasonable business and legal framework for their deployment. Such policies, procedures and training, however, will not likely be sufficient when faced with claims of spoliation or the like. Organizations must also understand and implement appropriate technological safeguards, such as blocking access to certain applications or application features, or controlling the back-end settings of an application so that users may only deploy it in the desired configuration.

How do licensing terms impact these issues?

As if all of this were not complicated enough, an organization’s software licensing can impact how customizable these back-end data retention settings actually are. For example, organizations using Slack have access to their users’ data based on their licensed level of service. For free accounts, the accessible message universe consists of the 10,000 most recent messages (though Slack retains all workspace data on the back end). Higher levels of licensing include the ability access to public channel content, including access to files, but not private channels or multiparty messages. Corporate accounts often include greater levels of access, and offer the ability to filter to and export messages of particular interest, but even the level of available filtering is based on the selected corporate Slack license plan. Finally, in Slack, workspace owners are able to specifically configure and customize the retention settings, but only if the company has a paid subscription. Thus, another important action item for organizations using collaboration technology is to understand the applicable levels of retention, search capability, and export before litigation or some other form of compulsory process forces upgrade licensing negotiations.
What about legal hold obligations?

Along with understanding the nature and extent of available collaboration data, it is also critically important to understand how your organization will implement a legal hold, as well as collect and export potentially relevant data, before a dispute arises. When working with collaboration technologies, identifying, preserving, searching, collecting, and attributing the data to an appropriate custodian often opens a whole can of worms.

As a preliminary matter, it is important to understand what collaboration technologies your organizations are using, but it is equally important to understand how they are using them. That information will help inform whether a particular type of data is likely to be relevant to claims or defenses in litigation.

Once you have identified the data sources and types that need to be preserved, you must decide what content will be preserved. Will you attempt to preserve everything (which may be easy in the short term, but which could be cost prohibitive when it comes to review and production) or will you attempt to use filtering criteria to limit the universe of data to be preserved? If the latter, organizations must have some reasonable basis to know which applications are being used on what devices and what language is spoken by the users of those applications.

For example, with collaboration applications designed to facilitate instant and less formal communication, the use of truncated sentences and abbreviations are the norm, as are use of emojis and GIF files. The true meaning of words, phrases, or images could be opaque to an outsider or to someone who simply was not chat group participant. In those circumstances, it may not be possible to use traditional search terms to identify potentially relevant data. Moreover, it may not even be accessible without intermediate steps to extract and de-code the data. For instance, a GIF file that contains text embedded in the image would not be searchable without separate processing and the creation of OCR, and even then, may still not yield searchable results.

When considering an organization’s legal hold obligations, it is also important to recognize that the same data may exist in the custody of different employees. Consider a recorded virtual meeting with 10 participants. Each participant may use a different meeting layout, with or without the chat window open. While Buck is presenting about the topic at hand, two employees, Dolly and Wyatt, are exchanging a series of private chats, while Dixie is broadcasting her chat comments to the entire group, sending the attachments as well as links to other documents referenced in Buck’s presentation. In this context, which version of the meeting is stored? Which version(s) should be preserved? Is there metadata recorded that allows a particular saved version of the video to be traced to the individual participants? Does the collaboration application keep a record of the multiple, independent chat threads? Does it keep a record of the documents shared within the chat? What about links to documents outside of the chat but within the organizational network? If recordings are collected for purposes of litigation, what information will be available to you and will that be sufficient to meet your discovery obligations? Further, if each of the participants has the ability to record the meeting, is it necessary to produce all versions of the recordings because they contain similar, but slightly different versions (e.g., screen layout, private chat information)? If the company is storing a copy of recordings for each participant, how will the company keep pace with the storage requirements? If a question arises regarding the content of the virtual meeting, does your license level allow for the automated creation of searchable transcripts? If not, and you are unable to keyword-search the recorded file, have you considered how you will determine whether the recording may contain relevant content?

Given these complexities, practitioners must recognize that traditional legal hold processes—such as sending out written legal hold notices to identified custodians—may no longer be sufficient when collaboration application data is implicated. In certain circumstances, it will be critical to take affirmative steps to update relevant retention settings to prevent any automated deletion of data under legal hold. In other circumstances, multiple software applications may interact behind the scenes of the collaboration application, such that each must be individually analyzed to determine whether and how their settings may impact data retention. Moreover, because these tools are relatively new in the e-discovery industry, collaboration technology software developers may not have fully implemented or even considered a legal hold interface or offer legal hold capabilities for your organization’s licensing level.

How is collaboration data collected, processed, and reviewed?

Assuming you have successfully preserved the relevant collaboration technology data for your legal matter, absent early resolution, there will come a point where that data must be collected, processed, reviewed, and produced. As with other phases of the EDRM, collaboration technologies present challenges during this phase as well.
Data Export Format

Some collaboration applications, Slack being the most prominent, currently permit data exports only in a (nonuser friendly) structured data format. Specifically, Slack exports can only be made in a data format called JSON which, depending on the litigation support system used by you or your outside counsel or vendor, generally requires additional processing before it can be analyzed.

At the time of export, it is also important to validate that you have received complete and accurate metadata for all collaboration data at the time of collection. The failure to receive accurate metadata can have significant downstream consequences. For example, Slack attributes a particular message to a particular user using a random alpha-numeric User ID. These randomly generated User IDs, which do not reference the user’s name, are the primary means by which a Slack message is assigned to a particular custodian. The ability to cross-reference the Slack-assigned User ID to the custodians or witnesses in your matter is a critical aspect of litigation discovery.

Similarly, accurate metadata is also critical to determine the date messages were sent, how they were sent (public or private channel, direct, or multiparty message), and whether or not the message referenced a link or attachment, all of which may be useful information to properly scope the collection, review and production strategies and workflows. For these reasons, it is important to formulate a plan for how you will process and review Slack data collections before the collection process even begins.

Teams is also unique in the way it treats chat messages upon export. Under most Teams licensing levels, chat messages are not exported like threaded email. Instead, each individual message is rendered as an individual, stand-alone communication. As a result, using search terms as a mechanism to identify data for collection or review will likely yield insufficient results. Although search terms will capture a stand-alone communication that contains one or more of the terms, they will not capture any related messages for context unless they, too, contain one or more of the search terms. As noted above, while at first glance, a message may not seem particularly important, that single message could suddenly take on new relevance in light of the 10 or 20 messages surrounding it. Moreover, as described above, Teams messages often contain links to content stored outside of the messaging environment in a variety of different locations (as opposed to attachments). It is often not possible to determine which external locations may contain relevant links until after the message review is complete.

Other messaging or messaging archiving systems, such as Google Workspace or Smarsh®, tend to use more common export file types, but even these more common file types can trip up less seasoned e-discovery practitioners. Teams messages are often exported in a very common PST format, and are therefore easily processed and loaded into standard litigation support and document review platforms. However, once the Teams messages are loaded into a review platform, it is critical that specific metadata for those messages is also available within the review tool so that the end user is able to review the chat messages in some form of order. Spreadsheet or .csv exports are a common format for chat messages exported from mobile devices through Cellebrite or other phone imaging software, but these tend to be more easily reviewed outside of a standard document review platform.

Licensing Levels

We previously noted that licensing levels for collaboration technology can impact the type of data users can create, as well as where and how it is stored. Licensing levels can also impact what data is available to collect, and how it is collected. For organizations leveraging Teams, for example, chat data is available for export and collection under most business licenses. Threaded chat data, however, is only available at the highest licensing level. Understanding this potential limitation in advance is important because, as noted above, viewing chats in a threaded context is sometimes the only way to properly interpret their relevance, and may be the most reasonable way to produce them.

Attempting to Tame the Wild West

As the e-discovery industry grapples with this new type of relational collaboration application data, some software companies have stepped in to help. These companies have built third-party connector applications that can help bridge the gap until traditional e-discovery platforms are able to fully incorporate efficient processing and review workflows into their existing tools. Slack, in particular, encourages organizations to collaborate with their e-discovery partners for collections and processing. Although Microsoft has focused on building its own discovery modules, it also provides connector access (via an API) to its Microsoft 365 environment for third-party e-discovery software such as Nuix and Relativity.

As a practical matter, the ability to leverage these connectors generally requires an administrator’s level of access privileges and setup work. This high level of access permissions can make it difficult for external firms to use these tools on an ad hoc basis, but they can be very valuable...
resources for clients who implement them directly. For all the reasons outlined above, when working with clients who directly deploy these connectors, in-house and outside counsel must be familiar not only with the underlying collaboration technology, but also the connector and how it searches, collects, and exports messages and metadata.

In short, currently available litigation support tools were generally built to handle email and more traditional forms of communication and documents. Many are working hard to make changes to better support the processing and review of collaboration application data. But not every platform has full support for the major data types, and it is unlikely that any single platform will be able to handle every proprietary collaboration application messaging system which currently exists. As such, it is important to consider the implications of these issues in our clients’ matters early, so that we can plan for and execute discovery protocols that help to tame the collaboration technology wild west.

The Next Frontier
Collaboration technologies and the data they generate really are the next frontier in the legal e-discovery industry.

While in-house and outside counsel are not required to be experts, it is critical that they understand basic concepts about these emerging technologies, how they are used, the data that is created, as well as some of the limitations of existing e-discovery technology to identify potential traps for the unwary and reach out early in the process for technical assistance.

To stay current, consider keeping abreast of the collaboration applications available and those being used by employees or by an industry. Doing so does not have to be a complicated research exercise. Just ask your clients. Find out what tools they are using and how they are being used. Ask what level of service or licensing agreement they have, and then find out whether or not they have adopted or implemented information governance policies and procedures. In parallel, make sure you have a good working relationship with an e-discovery professional who knows how to efficiently and cost-effectively address this collaboration data under these circumstances, should litigation or other matters require it. Armed with these basic data points and supplemental resources, your next e-discovery project is much less likely to be a showdown at the O.K. Corral.

---
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